
Fashion Revue Volunteer Needs:   Fashion Revue Volunteer Needs:   
Role to Volunteer As Description

FASHION EVALUATION
JUDGES

We need people who have sewing knowledge.  They don’t need to be experts, but have
basic knowledge working with beginners is a great start.
Help us recruit people from your local Home Economics School Department, people who
sew in the community, etc.
We need around 40 people in order to be set up as teams.  Please help us recruit
knowledgeable people.
Junior Judges need to be 14 years or older and can help judge 8 - 11 year olds.  This is an
excellent training and skill development for our teens.

FASHION SELECTION
JUDGES

A panel of 3 judges will be needed for the NEW Fashion Selection event which will take
place the day of Fashion Judging.

MODELING JUDGES We need 2 judges each for the Junior and Older Junior/Senior judging. Encourage someone
who may not be comfortable with construction judging to possibly consider this.
Need to be at school at 8:30 a.m.

HALL MONITORS
These are essential this
year with a new facility
and different hall lay out.

These people are key in our 8 - 11 year old hall!  These people are absolutely necessary to
have the event run smoothly.  A great job for a 4-H parent!
We need 3 - 4 people who can help answer questions and direct members to the rooms
where they need to change, be judged and keep things moving.
Junior Leaders can help with this.  This is a great leadership opportunity to encourage
project members to help with.
These people are really critical because we are using two floors of the school.

REGISTRATION DESKS THREE volunteers are needed, 2 to register and one person to help members fill out their
scoresheets.
Individuals need to be at school at 7:45 a.m.

SCRIPT WRITERS Help is needed here!  A minimum of 3 - 4 people.
Volunteers review scripts and improve clarity if needed.
Great job for older Junior Leaders to help with for leadership
These are done prior to Fashion Evaluation Day - April 16th 
Scripts are mailed to volunteers and brought to judging.

FASHION REVUE
VOLUNTEERS

Room monitors
Seven - eight volunteers needed to help models line up in their classrooms the night of the
revue in preparation to being brought to the stage.

ESCORTS We need some 4-H boys, 13 years or older to serve as escorts for our older models.
We need 3 - 4 to serve in this role.  Sign up interested members on Volunteer form.  The
older clothing participants want this in the program.

AUDITORIUM 
MONITORS

Volunteers needed once members come off stage and help direct them to their seats

COMMENTATORS These are members who are 12 - 13 years or older and who would like to help read fashion
commentaries for participants.
Must be able to speak clearly, read from a podium and be available to practice late Friday
afternoon before the show.

STAGE SET
COMMITTEE

Volunteers to help develop stage set for Fashion Revue and put up Friday afternoon before
show. We need adults and older teens for this. Next meeting MARCH 24th, 7:00 pm
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